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1 IntrodutionThe problem of routing and admission ontrol in a apaitated network has been well studied whenthere is a entralized deision maker [2, 10, 8, 5, 6, 9℄. In large networks, it is unreasonable toassume the existene of a single entralized routing agent with full instantaneous knowledge of thestate of the network. In this paper we study the ase where the routing funtion is not entralizedbut distributed among k di�erent routing agents. Eah all setup request goes to one routing agent,whih must then route it without reourse to information loal to other routing agents and without�rst exploring the network. We allow routers to gather information by \piggybaking;" eah timea request is sent along a path, the router for that request reeives information about the urrentongestion of the links along this path.Our simulations demonstrate that an exponential-based routing sheme [5℄ performs well evenin the distributed ase. We observe that distributed performane is very lose to entralized perfor-mane when the network links an handle a large number of requests (high network granularity).Distributed performane degrades as the requests are made larger relative to the link apaities(dereased granularity). Intuitively, the use of stale information about the network auses ertainmistakes to be made by the routing agents. The number of suh mistakes whih an our on anygiven edge grows linearly with the number of routers. If the link apaity is high relative to thenumber of routing agents, the mistakes will not have a signi�ant e�et on overall performane.On the other hand, as we redue the link apaity, the mistakes will start to impat performaneto a greater degree.We formalize this notion using the onept of ompetitive ratio { the worst ase ratio of optimumo�ine pro�t to online pro�t obtained (in the simple sense, pro�t is the number of requests routed;we ould give the requests di�erent priorities, in whih ase pro�t would be the sum over requestsrouted of the priority). Centralized online routing has been studied in detail [8, 10, 5℄, leading tomathing upper and lower bounds of O(log �) online ompetitiveness. Here � is the produt ofthe maximum length path in the graph, the maximum request pro�t, and the maximum requestduration (minimum pro�ts and durations are saled to be one). Sine the use of many distributedrouters with stale information annot make the problem easier, the lower bound results ontinueto hold. We prove that given granularity of 
(k log�) requests per link, the distributed versionof the exponential algorithm ahieves O(log �) ompetitivity. This orrelates with our simulationresults in suggesting that, provided granularity is suÆiently high, distributed routing performs aswell as entralized routing. On the other hand, we present lower bounds indiating that withoutgranularity 
(k log �), no deterministi distributed algorithm an obtain O(log�) ompetitivity inthe worst ase.A randomized algorithm an obtain O(log �) ompetitivity when the granularity is only 
(k +log �). We present a randomized algorithm whih mathes this bound, and provide mathing lowerbounds. While our randomized algorithm is not very pratial (in e�et, we sari�e our O(log �)ompetitive ratio up front), it does give some indiations as to the behavior of a deterministi algo-rithm on random traÆ. The result suggests that the required granularity for e�etive distributedrouting will not be so high as 
(k log �) in a network where the traÆ is not adversarial in nature.Similar problems arise in the ontext of unrelated mahine sheduling, where eah shedulingagent maintains its own estimate of the load on eah mahine; this estimate is updated eah timethe agent tries to shedule a job on that mahine. Mahine sheduling an be viewed as routing ona star where all requests speify the enter as their soure and a subset of the other nodes as feasible1



sinks. Our results (both lower and upper bounds) will therefore hold for mahine sheduling aswell (sine all paths on a star have length at most two, we will have � = 2pmax�max).1.1 Previous WorkThe dual problem of minimizing ongestion in a network was studied by [2℄ in the entralizedase. Distributed algorithms for this problem were presented by [11℄ following a model desribedby [7, 12℄. Online algorithms with stale information were also studied by [1℄ in the ontext of pagingand metrial task systems. Awerbuh et al. [3℄ also studied the problem of distributed resourealloation. The main di�erene between our model and the one in [3℄ is that we do not assumeup-to-date knowledge of the state of the network and we explore only one path at a time.The twin problems of multiast routing and admission ontrol were studied by [6, 9℄ who gavepolylogarithmi ompetitive algorithms for this problem. Congestion ontrol for multiast iruitswas studied by [4℄. While we do not expliitly study multiast admission ontrol in this paper, webelieve that our tehniques should extend to multiast routing and admission ontrol in a straightforward fashion, resulting in a distributed version of the algorithms in [6, 9℄.2 Simulations2.1 Simulation ParametersThe simulations were performed on a 25 node network with 45 bidiretional links of apaity 150Mbps, 5 of 300 Mbps, and 2 of 450 Mbps. Holding times for alls are exponential with a mean of30 minutes. Eah all requires 1.1 Mbps in the low granularity ase and 10 times less in the highgranularity ase. We plot the rejetion rate for di�erent arrival rates (in alls per seond). We allthis network FRAME sine this is a real frame relay network topology. Results on other topologiesare similar, and are omitted from this paper.Notie that k logm for this network is 150, and the two granularities we simulate are approxi-mately 140 and 1400.In these simulations, we assume that eah node knows the exat state of links inident on it.Further, if the information a node has about a link is more than 10 minutes old, the node disregardsthis information and assumes that the edge is empty.2.2 Simulation ResultsWe plot the perentage of requests rejeted (y-axis) against the frequeny of requests (x-axis). Weompare the distributed and entralized versions of both the exponential and shortest-path basedalgorithms. Figure 2 displays the results for a very granular network (request bandwidths aresmall relative to apaities) while �gure 1 displays the results for a less granular network (requestbandwidths are larger, frequenies dereased to keep the overall load the same). The solid linesrepresent entralized routing; dotted lines represent distributed routing. The exponential routingshemes are denoted by asterix.Observe that the exponential-based sheme performs signi�antly better than the shortest-pathapproah. This orrelates with previous results in [2℄. For the high-granularity ases, the distributed2
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Figure 1: FRAME with Low Granularityand entralized exponential approahes perform nearly identially. For low-granularity, distributedshortest-path and exponential have muh the same performane; with frequently stale informationand low granularity, both distributed routing shemes beome essentially random. We note that\random" routing performs better than shortest path in extremely loaded networks, explaining thesomewhat surprising result that distributed shortest-path outperforms entralized shortest-path.3 Theoretial ModelWe model the network as a graph G = (V;E) with n nodes and m edges, along with apaities onthe edges. We will denote the apaity on edge e 2 E by ue. We are also given k routing agents(routers).Requests for all setup will arrive in an online fashion. Eah request i spei�es a soure node(si 2 V ) and a set of feasible sink nodes (Ti � V ). Eah request has integer start and �nish times(� si and �fi with �fi > � si ). Every request has a pro�t value pi � 1. Finally, eah request is made toa spei� router ri. We an thus represent requests with six-tuples; a request is of the form:(si; Ti; � si ; �fi ; pi; ri). Allowing multiple sink nodes di�ers from the standard model [5, 2℄ but a straightforward ex-tension of the same algorithm will handle multiple sinks in the single router ase. This extension3
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Figure 2: FRAME with High Granularitymodels the ase in whih an individual might wish to onnet to one of many nodes in order todownload a �le or join a multiast tree.The routers eah maintain their own image of the network state. When a request arrives toa router, the router must determine whether to route or rejet that request using the requestspei�ations and the router's network image. If the request is to be routed, the router must alsodetermine a path from si to some sink ti 2 Ti along whih to set up the virtual iruit. Onethese determinations are made, both the network state and router ri's network image are updated;we are allowed to use examine the atual network state at this point in order to update the loalimage.There are two important things to notie about this. First, the deision of whether to routeand whih path to use for the virtual iruit must be made without aess to the urrent networkstate. Seond, a router's image of the network state an hange only after a request is made tothat router. Without these onditions, the problem would redue to a single router problem.In our lower bounds proofs, we will assume that a router obtains updated information about thestate of the entire network after it handles a request. Our algorithms (upper bounds) only requirethe information whih ould be obtained by \piggybaking;" in other words, the loads along theedges where the request is routed.An algorithm for this problem must guarantee that for every edge e and time � , the totalnumber of requests on e whih are ative at time � does not exeed ue. When the request sequeneterminates, our algorithm reeives total pro�t � =Pi2R pi where R is the set of routed requests. Wede�ne �� to be the maximum possible pro�t attainable for the request sequene without overowingapaity (i.e. optimum pro�t). Our ompetitive ratio is the maximum over request sequenes of4



��=�.4 Distributed Exponential-Based RoutingWe present a deterministi algorithm for the Multiple Router problem whih attains O(log �)ompetitiveness with k routers, provided the apaities in the graph are at least 
(k log �). Thisalgorithm need only modify the network image when requests are aepted, and only updates thepereived loads along the path where the request was routed. While these properties are notrequired by the model, they make the algorithm more realisti to implement for a large network.We prove a mathing bound on the tradeo� between ompetitive ratio and apaity, showingthat we need randomness in order to design O(log �) ompetitive algorithms without requiringumin � 
(k log pmax�max) and umax � 
(k log �).Randomized algorithms an obtain O(log �) ompetitivity while only requiring umin � 
(k +log �). We present a randomized algorithm whih mathes this bound in Appendix B. While thealgorithm itself is not partiularly pratial, we observe that the impliations for networks withnonadversarial traÆ are promising.4.1 Deterministi Exponential-Based RoutingAlgorithm: We will run the AAP (Awerbuh, Azar, Plotkin) algorithm [5℄, modifying our analysisto aount for out-of-date information. Eah router r will keep its own image of the loads (�) onevery edge. We will require that ue � k + k log� for every edge. The algorithm works as follows:1. Initialization:� Set the initial network loads to zero, �e(�) = 0 for all e and � .� Set up eah router's network image, �re(�) = 0 for all e; r; � .2. When request i = (si; Ti; � si ; �fi ; pi; ri) arrives:� Compute ost rie (�) =P�fi�=�si (��rie (�) � 1) on eah edge.� Find the min-ost path Pi onneting si to some sink ti 2 Ti.� If the ost of Pi is at least pi, then rejet the request.� Otherwise route the request along path Pi and inrease the network loads �e(�) by1=(ue � k) for all e 2 Pi and � between � si and �fi .� If we routed the request, then for all e 2 Pi and � in the duration, set �rie (�) = �e(�), up-dating the router's network image. Notie that the image for other routers is unhanged,and we only perform this update on edges in Pi and only when we route.4.2 AnalysisWe de�ne �e(�; i) to be the network load on edge e at time � immediately after request i was handled.Similarly, �re(�; i) represents the network image for router r on edge e and time � immediately after5



request i was handled. In addition, e(�; i) represents the ost after request i and re(�; i) is the ostaording to router r after request i. De�ne L to be the total number of requests.We need to prove two things. First, we must show that our algorithm doesn't overow apaityonstraints. Seond, we need to show that the total pro�t of routed requests is ompetitive againstthe optimal pro�t.Lemma 4.1 For all edges e and times � , �e(�; L) � 1 + k=(ue � k).Proof: Suppose a router r has �re(�; i) � 1. Then we have re(�; i) � � � 1. In order to routerequest i on edge e, we would have to have � � 1 < pi, whih is impossible by the de�nition of �(assuming at least two nodes in the network, � � 2pmax � pi + 1). So no router an route on anedge after its pereived load reahes one. Eah router an thus route on a load one edge at mostone, adding k=(ue � k) to the load.Theorem 4.1 The algorithm never overows the apaity of any edge at any timestep.Proof: The total number of requests arried by an edge at time � is given by (ue � k)�e(�; L).Using lemma 4.1, this means edge e annot arry more than ue requests at time � .The total pro�t of our algorithm will be the sum of pro�ts of routed requests. We will �rst provea lemma relating total pro�t to total ost of edges, then use the lemma to prove our ompetitiveratio.Lemma 4.2 If we de�ne � to be the total pro�t of the online algorithm then:X� Xe (ue � k)e(�; L) < 12(log �)�Proof: The proof is similar to one appearing in [5℄ and we will defer it to Appendix A.Theorem 4.2 Our ompetitive ratio is bounded above by O(log �).Proof: De�ne Q to be the set of requests whih the o�ine algorithm aepts but the online doesnot. The total pro�t of these requests will be denoted by �Q. Clearly �� � �Q + �. Consider arequest j in Q. Sine the online algorithm did not route j, we know:pj <X� Xe rje (�; j) �X� Xe e(�; L)Summing over all the j in Q and keeping in mind that the o�ine algorithm may route at mostue requests on edge e, we get:�Q �X� Xe (ue)e(�; L) �X� Xe ueue � k (ue � k)e(�; L)Using the apaity bound of ue � k + k log � and the lemma, this means:6



�Q � (1 + 1log�)12(log �)�Beause �� is at most the sum of � and �Q, this implies:��=� � 12(log �) + 13 � O(log �)4.3 Randomized Exponential-Based RoutingWe present a randomized algorithm whih obtains O(log�) ompetitivity while assuming a gran-ularity of only O(k + log �). While the algorithm itself is not very pratial, we believe thatthe impliations for deterministi approahes against non-adversarial traÆ are promising. Theproof of ompetitivity is a fairly straightforward exerise in appliation of Cherno� bounds to thedeterministi analysis; it is left for Appendix B.We assume that every edge has apaity at least ue � 2k+12 log �. The randomized algorithmwill pretend eah link has a apaity of uVe = (4 log 2�)ue. We will run the deterministi algorithmon this virtual network. Eah time the deterministi algorithm rejets, the randomized algorithmalso rejets. If the deterministi algorithm aepts, then the randomized algorithm will only aeptwith a �xed probability � = 1=(8 log 2�). The details of the algorithm follow.1. Initialization:� Set the initial network loads to zero, �e(�) = 0 for all e and � .� Set the initial virtual network loads to zero, le(�) = 0 for all e; � .� Set up eah router's network image, �re(�) = 0 for all e; r; � .� Set up eah router's virtual image, lre(�) = 0 for all e; r; ; � .2. When request i = (si; Ti; � si ; �fi ; pi; ri) arrives:� Compute virtual ost rie (�) =P�fi�=�si �lrie (�) � 1 on eah edge.� Find the min-ost path Pi onneting si to a sink.� If the ost of Pi is at least pi, then rejet the request. This is a \virtual rejet."� Otherwise, hek to see if �rie (�) > 1 for any edge e 2 Pi and time � between � si and �fi .If so, we must rejet to avoid overowing apaities. This is a \apaity rejet."� If we have not yet hosen to rejet the request, we will aept with probability � alongpath Pi. When we aept a request, we must inrease �e(�) by 1=(ue � k) for all edgese 2 Pi and times � between start and �nish times. We also set �rie (�) = �e(�) along thepath.� If we did not hoose to \virtual rejet" (even if the atual algorithm rejeted), we updatethe virtual loads, inreasing le(�) by 1=(uVe � k) and setting lrie (�) = le(�) for all e 2 Piand � between start and �nish times. 7



5 Lower Bounds for Online Distributed RoutingWe will show various apaity lower bounds on the graph whih are neessary for a deterministialgorithm to attain O(log �) ompetitivity. Spei�ally, we show that every edge must have apaityat least umin � 
(k log pmax) and umin � 
((k log �max)=(log log �max)), and that some edge musthave apaity at least umax � 
((k logn)=(log logn)).Theorem 5.1 For any deterministi algorithm, there exists a graph and request sequene suh thatthe algorithm annot ahieve O(log pmax) ompetivity unless umin � 
(k log pmax).Proof: The graph will be a single edge of apaity ue. The adversarial request sequene willonsist of several phases of requests along this edge, where all requests made in the same phasehave idential pro�t value. If we de�ne  to be the ompetitive ratio of the online algorithm, thenall requests in phase i will have pro�t valuepi = [kue + 1℄iThe adversary's request sequene terminates when pi > pmax. There are thus log pmax= log((k=ue)+1) stages.During phase i, the adversary �rst \primes" the routers. We give eah router requests of pro�tpi until the next request would be aepted. Lemma 5.1 will show that this \priming" is possibleand does not require more than ue requests to perform. One the priming is omplete, the requestsequene ontinues with one more pro�t pi request to eah router. Sine the routers' network imageshaven't hanged sine they were primed, eah router will aept. The algorithm aepts exatly krequests in every stage.Lemma 5.1 The adversary an prime the routers for phase i using at most ue requests.Proof: Suppose the adversary an't prime the routers using ue requests. Then the adversary ouldgive out ue requests without any router aepting. As we are in phase i, the total pro�t of theonline algorithm is:� = i�1Xj=0kpj = i�1Xj=0 k[kue + 1℄j = k([kue + 1℄i � 1)=[kue ℄ = (pi � 1)ueHowever, the optimal pro�t involves aepting the ue requests of pro�t pi whih we just rejeted.This yields an optimal pro�t of: �� = (ue)piThe ompetitive ratio would then be��=� =  pipi � 1 > . 8



This ontradits the de�nition of , so the lemma must hold.When all phases omplete, the algorithm must not have exeeded the edge apaity. We usethis fat to omplete the proof of the theorem.The adversary ontinues until pi > pmax. This takes a total of i = (log pmax)= log((k=ue) + 1)phases. In eah phase, the algorithm must aept k requests. So in order to keep from overowingapaity bounds, we require ki � ue. This implies:k log pmaxue � log(kue + 1)Exponentiating both sides gives the inequality:kue + 1 � 2(log pmax)k=ue. If  = log pmax, this is of the form x + 1 � 2x and an only hold for log pmax =  � ue=k,proving that in order for  = O(log pmax) to hold, we require ue � 
(k log pmax).In a network with multiple edges, we an reate the same situation by giving requests whihmust traverse a partiular edge; thus every edge must have ue � 
(k log pmax).A similar argument shows that any line with at least n nodes must ontain some edge withapaity at least 
((k log n)=(log logn)).Theorem 5.2 For any deterministi algorithm, there exists a graph and request sequene suh thatthe algorithm annot ahieve O(log n) ompetitivity unless some edge has apaity at leastumax � 
((k logn)=(log log n))Proof: This time, the graph will be a line of n edges. The adversary will again proeed in phases.In the �rst phase, the adversary requests onnetions from the left end of the line to the right end.It �rst primes eah router so the next request will be aepted, just as before. One k requestshave been aepted, one by eah router, the adversary splits the line into s =  + 1 subsetions.Eah subsetion is assigned an equal portion of the pro�t so far. The adversary then reurses oneah subsetion. If at any time the adversary is unable to prime a subsetion using umax requests,the adversary halts on that subsetion. In any ase, the adversary halts after logs n phases, whenthe subsetions reah length one.Lemma 5.2 If the adversary halts on a subsetion of length L > 1, then the ompetitive ratio onthat subsetion is worse than .Proof: In order to get a subsetion of length L, the algorithm must have run f = (log(n=L))=(log s)phases. In eah phase, k requests were aepted along the subsetion in question, and in eah phasethe assigned pro�t per subsetion was divided. The total pro�t the online algorithm assigns to thesubsetion is: k fXi=1(1s )i = ks�f f�1Xi=0 si = ks�f sf � 1s� 19



The optimal pro�t is at least equal to the minimum edge apaity, obtained by �lling thesubsetion with short requests. This apaity is always at least k (see theorem 5.1 and theorem 5.4).Dividing optimal by online gives a ompetitive ratio of:k(s� 1)sfk(sf � 1) �  sfsf � 1 > . The total online pro�t is the sum over subsetions of the online pro�t. The optimum pro�tis similarly the sum over subsetions of the optimum pro�t. It follows that in order to attainan overall ompetitive ratio of , some subsetion must have ompetitive ratio at least . Usinglemma 5.2, this requires the subsetion to have length one when the adversary terminates; thereforethat subsetion ompleted all (log n)=(log s) phases. The apaity on this subsetion must be atleast k(log n)=(log  + 1). If  = O(log n) it follows that umax � 
((k log n)=(log log n)).Theorem 5.3 For any deterministi algorithm, there exists a graph and request sequene suh thatthe algorithm annot ahieve O(log �max) ompetitivity unless every edge has apaity at leastumin � 
((k log �max)=(log log �max)).Proof: By examining the time-dilation of the graph, a single edge viewed over �max beomes aline of length �max. Theorem 5.2 applies and it follows that eah edge must, at some time step,have apaity at least 
((k log �max)=(log log �max)). Sine edge apaity does not vary with time,it follows that eah edge must have at least the desired apaity.The above lower bounds apply only for deterministi algorithms. In the randomized ase, thework of [5℄ gives an O(log �= log log�) bound on the neessary granularity. We present an O(k)bound.Theorem 5.4 We require at least k apaity on eah link to guarantee that there will be no over-ows.Proof: Suppose some edge has apaity less than k. Suppose some router has probability less than1= to aept a request on this edge. We ould give that router a request and then stop, givingexpeted ompetitive ratio at least . Assuming some �nite ompetitive ratio, every router hasa nonzero probability of aepting. It follows that if we give one request along the link to everyrouter, there is a nonzero probability that every router aepts, ausing the edge to overow.Referenes[1℄ S. Albers, M. Charikar, and M. Mitzenmaher. Delayed information and ation in on-linealgorithms. 39th IEEE symposium on Foundations of Computer Siene, pages 71{80, 1998.[2℄ J. Aspnes, Y. Azar, A. Fiat, S. Plotkin, and O. Waarts. On-line load balaning with applia-tions to mahine sheduling and virtual iruit routing. 25th ACM Symposium on Theory ofComputing, pages 623{31, 1993. 10



[3℄ A. Awerbuh and Y. Azar. Loal optimization of global objetives: ompetitive distributeddeadlok resolution and resoure alloation. Proeedings of the 35th Annual Symposium onFoundations of Computer Siene, pages 240{49, 1994.[4℄ A. Awerbuh and Y. Azar. Competitive multiast routing. Wireless networks, (1):107{14,1995.[5℄ B. Awerbuh, Y. Azar, and S. Plotkin. Throughput ompetitive online routing. 34th IEEEsymposium on Foundations of Computer Siene, pages 32{40, 1993.[6℄ B. Awerbuh and T. Singh. Online algorithms for seletive multiast and maximal dense trees.29th ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, 1997.[7℄ X. Deng and C.H. Papadimitriou. On the value of information. Proeedings of the 12th IFIPSCongress, Madrid, 1992.[8℄ J. Garay, I. Gopal, S. Kutten, Y. Mansour, and M. Yung. EÆient on-line all ontrol algo-rithms. 2nd Annual Israel Conferene on Theory of Computing and Systems, 1993.[9℄ A. Goel, M. Henzinger, and S. Plotkin. Online throughput-ompetitive algorithm for multiastrouting and admission ontrol. 9th ACM-SIAM Symposium on Disrete Algorithms, 1998.[10℄ A.L. Gupta and N.D. Georganas. Analysis of a paket swith with input and output bu�ersand speed onstraints. IEEE Infoom, pages 694{700, 1991.[11℄ S. Irani and Y. Rabani. On the value of information in oordination games. 34th IEEEsymposium on Foundations of Computer Siene, pages 12{21, 1993.[12℄ C.H. Papadimitriou and M. Yannakakis. Linear programming without the matrix. Proeedingsof the 25th ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, pages 121{29, 1993.A Proof of Lemma 4.2The lemma states that, if � is the total pro�t of the online deterministi algorithm given in Se-tion 4.1, then the ost funtion after the request sequene terminates satis�es the property:X� Xe (ue � k)e(�; L) < 12(log �)�Proof: Summing over requests, we get the following:X� Xe (ue � k)e(�; L) =Xj X� Xe (ue � k)(e(�; j + 1)� e(�; j))The ost funtion hanges on (e; �) only when a iruit whih is ative during time � is routedalong a path inluding e. When this happens, the load is inreased by exatly 1=(ue � k). Thisimplies the following inequality (where R is the set of routed requests):
11



Xj X� Xe (ue � k)(e(�; j + 1)� e(�; j)) �Xj2R �fjX�=�sj Xe2Pj(ue � k)e(�; j)(�1=(ue�k) � 1)Substituting 2log � for � yields:X� Xe (ue � k)e(�; L) �Xj2R �fjX�=�sj Xe2Pj(ue � k)(2(log �)=(ue�k) � 1)e(�; j)By the assumed apaity bound, we know that log � � ue� k, so using the fat that 2x� 1 � xfor 0 � x � 1, we an write:X� Xe (ue � k)e(�; L) � (log �)Xj2R �fjX�=�sj Xe2Pj e(�; j)We will onsider two separate ases. In the \good" ase, we require �rje (�; j) + (2k=(ue � k)) ��e(�; j). This implies, in the \good" ase:rje (�; j) � e(�; j) � �2k=(ue�k)rje (�; j) � �2=(log �)rje (�; j) � 4rje (�; j)In the \bad" ase, at least 2k requests were routed over the urrent edge and time unit sineour router last examined the load. Of the �rst 2k requests routed on the edge and time unit, allmust be in the \good" ase. Consider 2k onseutive routings on the edge and time unit. No singlerouter may have more than one \bad" routing in this span. Sine there are k routers, this meansthat at least k \good" routings ourred in any sequene of 2k. We may pair o� \bad" routingswith \good" ones, with at most k routings ourring between members of the pairing. This meansthe total ost when \bad" routings our is bounded by �k=(ue�k) � 2 times the total ost when\good" routings our.From this, we onlude:(log �)Xj2R �fjX�=�sj Xe2Pj e(�; j) � 3(log �)Xj2R Xgood(�;e) e(�; j) � 12(log �)Xj2R �fjX�=�sj Xe2Pj rje (�; j)Sine we're summing over requests that were atually routed, we know:�fjX�=�sj Xe2Pj rje (�; j) < pjSubstituting this, and notiing that the sum of pj over requests routed is equal to �, we haveshown that: 12



X� Xe (ue � k)e(�; L) < 12(log �)�
B Analysis of the Randomized AlgorithmWe again represent the ost after request i by e(�; i), and de�ne L to be the �nal request. We will�rst prove that the deterministi virtual algorithm obtains within a onstant fator of the optimalpro�t.Lemma B.1 �V � ��=5Proof: From lemma 4.2 on the deterministi algorithm, we know:X� Xe (uVe � k)e(�; L) � 12(log �)�VBy repeating the steps in the proof of ompetitiveness for the deterministi algorithm (theo-rem 4.2), we an show that if �Q is the total pro�t of requests aepted by the optimal algorithmbut rejeted by the deterministi virtual algorithm, then:�Q <X� Xe uee(�; L)Substituting, and keeping in mind that uVe = (4 log 2�)ue:�� � �V + �Q � �V + 12(log �)( ueuVe � k )�V � 5�VWe need to show that apaity rejets are suÆiently rare that the ompetitive ratio looks likeO(�). We will �rst bound the hane of �lling up a single edge, then use this to prove the desiredresults.Lemma B.2 For any given e and � , Pr[�e(�) � 1℄ � 1=�2:3.Proof: The deterministi virtual algorithm aepts at most uVe requests along edge e at time � .Eah of these requests has probability at most � of being aepted by the real algorithm. Thisholds regardless of hanges to the request sequene by the adaptive adversary; � is a �xed onstantindependent of the previous hoies of the algorithm. The load is thus bounded by a sum ofBernoulli variables. The expeted number of requests on e is uVe =8 log � = ue=2, for expeted load1=2. Applying Cherno� bounds:Pr[�e(�) � 1℄ < (e4)ue=2 � (e4)6 log � < �6�6 log 4 < 1=�2:313



Lemma B.3 The probability of at least one apaity rejet ouring on requests with start time �is at most 1=�0:3.Proof: Every request with start time � �nishes by � + �max. In order for a apaity rejet toour, there must be some edge-time-router triple suh that �re(�) � 1. Sine eah router's imagehas �re(�) � �e(�) it follows that �e(�) � 1. For any given edge and time the probability of this isat most 1=�2:3 by lemma B.2. The hane of this happening for one of the n2 edges at one of the�max times between � and � + �max is at most n2�max=�2:3 � 1=�0:3.We now prove the expeted ompetitive ratio. Notie that the future ations of the algorithmare in no way e�eted by the previous oin tosses (unless a apaity rejet ours). Sine there isno way the adaptive adversary an inrease the hane of a apaity rejet above 1=� on any timeinterval of length �max it will follow that we are ompetitive against an adaptive adversary.Theorem B.1 The expeted ompetitive ratio of the algorithm is O(log �).Proof: We de�ne �V� to be the total pro�t obtained by the virtual deterministi algorithm onrequests with start time � . Similarly, �� is our algorithm's pro�t on requests with start time � .Using lemma B.1 we an write: �� � 5�V = 5X� �V�Eah of the requests whih the virtual deterministi algorithm aepted has a probability � ofbeing aepted by the atual algorithm, unless a apaity rejet ours. The times when a apaityrejet ours redue the pro�t by at most �V� and happen with probability at most 1=�0:3 aordingto lemma B.3. We an write: E[�� ℄ � (�)�V� � �V��0:3Combining equations and using linearity of expetations, we an write the following:E[�℄ =X� E[�� ℄ � (�� 1�0:3 )X� �V� � ��5 (�� 1�0:3 ) = ��5 ( 18 log � � 1�0:3 ) = ��O(log �)
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